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Tnre idea of mutu
coveries and modern physics is in gener

five hundred years thebasic stimulus to t
is its drive for an absolute and everlasti

sive development of technology in the

wards solving of an engineer type of pr
crisis in paradigms [2]. The search for
blind alley leads to the creation of a ph

Space investigations' combine the
approach to the study of the versatility
periods. eigen energy, hLierarchies [4]. A
is observed. Because o,f art increase in
formation, a necessity for description in a new state space.oocurs.

Beside this comp'lexity comes the always prese)nt questi<l4 about ambigLrity:

in classical physics these are the various types of instabilitie$; in quantum me-

chanics - Heisenberg's t'elatiotrs; in stohastic dynamics - the $ifurcation region'

An attempt for a clarification underlies the statement that hyman brain thinks

in incompletefuzzy co,Ces and half-opened intervals with varfably fixed bound-

ary [5]. An attempl has been made for relating such ideas to qhantum mechauics

l.6l
The area between the two poles of the abstract human kriowledge - philoso-

phy and mathematics - is now being filled by interdisciplindry manifestations/

displaysof physical theories which convefge to for analysis arid diverse fi'orn for
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The development of processes in structured media i{ determined by energy.
The modes of her movement are: dissipation, canali zati.ion,preservati'n, con-
version. The energy exchange is mostly a chaotic casc{de oi constructive im_
pulses or of ones destroying part of the system. The suf,port of this structure
depends on critical energy varues for the corresponding iwels. The scate of the
system is also an energy function. Energetic changes .Jn]'t ,*irt without the ex_
istence of various types of energy - ttris ueing a b-asic rapt in the second raw ofthermodynamics. 

l

Time exists br"cause of a change or of a comparisod to an external for the
system tact measure unit, out of this

The occurrence of structures in d
of an arrow of time [7]. Basic requir
effect relations to stay unchanged and
there are changes whictr urr noi contin
nowadays is a set of relations between
their relation to the whole [9], From Bel
level depends on the preceding one as
a common implicit order of fundament

The complex adaptive systems bo
oscillate in a state of maximum infor
tion-ary readiness [t2]. In critical states they are charactirized by reactions of
medium capacity [13]. 'rhe problem of parting the boundaries and the contact
between the systems is related to the "curse" oi'the boundfries. Local times and
the media for whose structural levels exist various possibilities need to be known
[ 4]. For the combination of the proble n "infinity-gouno ry" poincare suggests

ace [5].
the originatin$ of the novelty, of an
relations betwpen local information

s believed that wiqh the elapsing of time
the state exchange of the information field tends to singular{ity, it is spokin about
a collapse of the wave frunction [16]. 1

A general question ofevery a
of application. The ternrinological
troducing of simplexity and
operators are used, i.e.. a balance and
causality in mechanics which determines
diffusion [18]. Linearity supposes repet
tions and of the originating of somethin
equations, problems arise with laws for pr
possibility for an unpredictable phenomena. T,he use of boundary and initial
terms disregards the description of transitional areas. In ouf opinion the c6ntra-
dictions in linking of tnlnsitional areas is due to the use pf iiscrete terms for
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description of fuzzy phenomena. In the solutions of Navie - $tocks, in the sys-

tem, with the elapsing of tirne problems become more complipated, peculiar ar-

eas appear in the state space [20]. In Xenon - Hillis' problerfr [21] with enengy

growing up "islands" of stability appear
again repetitions and changes in phase t
stability is related to the arising of new

In nature there are no peace, balan
being closed and isolated is an abstracti
t levels with re is a contradic-

t tion of ene these levels. i.e.,

t ifestation o ' Nature Presents
no requirement for harmony, i.e., phenomena afe perceived af a sum of periodic

processes because of unspoken presumption that there are allternative positive

and negative changes in the processes' recur-

rence, continuous motion, s are non-linear,

unbalanced, imeversible, m tions are neerJed

beside the generally accepted which are efficient only in simple hierarchies'

When generalizing experimental data we found that ther$ is a self-similarity

between various naturalphenomena. y we can sup-

pose that the evolution of the hierarc y the sponta-

neous and momentary emergence of processes ex-

ists alternative interchange of local structures differing in size and instability'

Th bY the fact lthat their average

val dary values !f each of thern' If
we d. an avala4che-like exPlosion

ofdisorder should foilow and new defin
Systems are set up of two multitud

are hierarchically included and not su

sive and active state. Their organiza
discretisation, i.e., of a boundary betwe
the law for preservation of energy and the occurrence of d new state in sielf-

st to be avoided by introducing of air energy-structure

ists of energy, structure and generating potential (GP). It
of the unpredictability of the new phenomena and the

openness of the systems. It is a continuous value, so it doein't make sense to

Oifine it's velocity of dissemination, as well as it's critical value. In ESI energy is

a value marking the completeness of th
the transformations; the CiP - the arnbi
generalized with the transformations o

of the structure of the last hierarchic I
fined as a phenomenological object in
the systems is described not by "entry"
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as an merging which results in loss of indivirJualities. the developmerrt of the
boundary region is marked by blurring the differences between the elernents and
structure multitudes. ithe birth of a new structure, i.e., tfre occurrence of a new
information is realized when a maximum indefiniteness {n the boundary region
has been reached. This is called a delta-leap (DL), Durin! DL only on. porJibr.
state is realized which is not repeated in the same systemfand has not existed till
the moment of the leap. DL is caused by a spontaneous,]momentary activation
of the generating potentiar, Gp's action is enzyme-like and after the ."J ;iih;
DL the GP rernains in a passive state, i
region is blocked for an indefinite char
a passive state determines the detach
the evolution of the structure-formatio
described consecutive transformations
a cycle, i.e., the ESI exists because of
cycles. With an increase in their numbe
invariant because of it's probable accu
upon the aforesaid transformations cre

For each cycle exist local time dir
tion in the course o'[time. The configur
by afuzzy fractal[24].

Assuming that there is no inner st
system. of a perpetual energy and infi
which is unlikely to be confirmed in th

The axiomatic being created must
The presented propositions about the n
well-famil iar mathem atical techniques
ample the mixed use of natural ortho
universal identification of classes in th
exponents depend on the scale, the size, t

A generalized Hamiltonian could
of time, conversions between the non
changes expressed through a boundary

We can consider a waveJike proces
ture repetition without the action of a G
a delta-leap as presence and absence of
system can be described as a pack oflo

_ 
Through using a specific logic of the sequence of t{re conditions vye can

make an elementary modelling if we use binaryioding of tlie state of the compo-
nents of the invariant.

A primary macro analysis of a system can be ations be_
tween the specific energies and periods of/between cycles.

The ccinfiguration of the system can be inve , g of state
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space deterrnined by the carmponents o

The use of ftzzy rnultiitudes l27l d

thermodynamics and is suited for an he

nical devices.
The elaboration of a new nrathem

tion of the new logic, for a comparison with classic techni{ues, developm'ent

from the experiment, psychological training for its proper apprehension.

In conclusion we'lll list several problems whiich are un{er discussion: the

isolatedness of fundamental concepts; the emergence of an frnique and stable

solution from a number of unstable ones; the link lbetween th$ measure of logic

and the measure of the spaoe about which it is postulated.
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EneprocrpyKrypeH r{HBap[a

IIpe

flean foven

(Pesrorr,te)

flpe4crareH e r(parbr( Ko
HflKo_H r[nsuvbbrra naIlaAHrM[. Ha rasu ocHoBa ca [ocrv
npeAnoxeH HHBapHaHT, 6azupau Ha flopaxAaut
Ba3MoxHara My ynorpe6a ra uo4nQnqnpaHe Ha H
TexHHKr{; Ilpe4noxeun ca HflKoJrxo npo6neua orr(pr4Tl4

Bbpxy npo6aemn na
fipa*ucsoficrsara Ha

uuan. Cnouenana ce

KOI4 MATEMATI,TT{ECKI4

AUCKyCn'.
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